
your partner for therapeutic antibody development

Build up the model for antigen/antibody complex 

Quick in-silico antibody affinity maturation 
based on antigen/antibody interface 
analysis, application of Ab Studio’s unique 
biochemical filter and on-bench 
verification.

The antigen/antibody model is built using AlphaFold, the most advanced 
artificial intellegence software for protein modeling.  

01.

Affinity maturation calculations 

Biophysical calculations will dictate the first level of the affinity maturation 
design.  Then, Ab Studio’s unique biochemical filter will be applied to 
complete the design.

03.

On-bench verification

All designs will be verified through cell binding, ELISA, or biolayer 
interferometry (BLI) methods.

04.

Analysis of interface residues02.

Ab Studio Inc.

The established antigen/antibody complex allows for the detection of 
interface residues.   With expertise in antibody design, appropriate residues 
will be chosen to undergo affinity maturation.

www.antibodystudio.com / abstudio.info@antibodystudio.com / (510) 397-6439 



Case Studies for in-silico Affinity Maturation

These results successfully demonstrate Ab Studio’s in-silico affinity maturation 
process, yielding candidates with affinity improvement.

Summary

Case Study I: in-silico affinity maturation
from computationally predicted structures

Ab Studio’s quick in-silico affinity maturation led to improved antibody affinity 

Case 1: Bispecific antibody with a 37-fold affinity improvement

Case 2: Monoclonal antibody with a 38-fold affinity improvement

3D modeling of an antibody/antigen complex with 
affinity maturation yielded 9 candidates 

The affinity maturated candidates were cloned 
and expressed
 
Cell binding assay was performed 

Based on EC50, one candidate showed a >37-fold
affinity improvement

Case Study II: in-silico affinity maturation 
from crystal structures 

3D modeling of a COVID-19 antibody/antigen complex
from crystal structures with affinity maturation yielded 
3 candidates

The affinity maturated candidates were cloned and 
expressed

Cell binding assay was performed

Based on EC50, two candidates showed about a
>38-fold affinity improvement
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